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Against a backdrop of ongoing political and economic uncertainty, it can be hard to predict what the 
future has in store for the buy-to-let property market. This means it’s essential to keep up to date with 
the latest industry trends and developments.
 
This eBook, which is the third in a series of books examining 12 regions across the UK, focusses on the 
property rental market in Scotland. Keep reading for key data snippets from our latest Rental Index and 
our Landlord Rental Market Survey, as well as insights from an industry expert and information on some of 
Scotland’s property hotspots. You’ll also get the lowdown on upcoming changes to legislation that could have 
a big impact on both landlords and tenants.

To join the conversation online tag @HomeLet and use the hashtag #InsuranceInsights.

Introduction

https://twitter.com/HomeLet
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Current market trends
The HomeLet Rental Index reveals that average rental values rose in 10 out of 12 UK regions in 
January this year compared with the same month in 2016 and the same can be said for February 
2017. However, the growth in rents is slowing. The average rental value in January 2017 was £888 
pcm. This was a rise of just 0.7% compared with the same period last year, when the figure stood at 
£882. In contrast, the annual rate of rental inflation in December 2016 was 1.7% and, at the peak of 
the market in June 2016, rents were going up at an annual rate of 4.7%. 

The figures suggest that, at the current rate of growth, average UK rents may begin to drop over the coming 
months - a situation described by HomeLet’s Chief Executive Officer Martin Totty as “unprecedented in recent 
times”.

Scotland
Scotland was one of six UK regions to see a monthly increase in average rents in January 2017 (along with 
Wales, North West England, Northern Ireland, South West England and Yorkshire and Humber). However the 
average Scottish rents saw a decrease come February 2017...
 
Average rents in Scotland stood at £606 in January, which was a rise of 0.5% on the previous month’s figure of 
£603 and was up by 1.3% compared with the £599 recorded in January 2016. However, once February hit the 
average Scottish rent stood at £597, a monthly variance of -1.5%.
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Expert insight: Henry Pryor 
Leading buying agent and market commentator Henry Pryor gives his insight and commentary on the 
current buy-to-let market and trends.

The UK Government in Westminster has launched a long-awaited White Paper 
to address the housing issues in England and whilst devolved administration 
in Scotland determines its own policy, traditionally they borrow heavily from 
south of the border. The most eye-catching proposals surround the change 
in the fixation on home ownership which the Conservatives have doggedly 
followed since Margaret Thatcher to acceptance that there is both a need and 
a desire to open up and encourage renting. In this regard the English can learn 
from the Scots who have been far more broad minded and who have worn 
their social responsibilities on their sleeves. 

The ‘housing crisis’ is not solely an English problem, the cost of homes to rent or to buy in Scotland is no less 
acute and just as it is exercising London ‘affordability’ is the biggest issue for Scots. It’s a controversial opinion 
but I think that the solution to the crisis is not as simple as building more homes; it’s about what sort of homes 
are built and where they build them. 

The biggest problem both for those unable to afford today’s sky high rents and the capital values as well as 
for society as a whole is the lack of genuinely ‘affordable’ homes for those who historically would have lived 
in what used to be called council housing. There is now commercial as well as social interest in trying to help 
solve this and the renewed political interest in renting may actually result in more homes being built to let. 
How long this might take is uncertain but the tough part - recognising the real problem - may at least mean we 
are on our way. 

The private rental market is in robust health as the HomeLet data confirms. Rents in Scotland have increased 
through 2016 but there are changes coming which as in England may make investing in property to rent out 
less attractive. In the towns and cities demand remains strong and supply is both finite and not rising fast 
enough to meet this additional demand. Of course there are markets like Aberdeen that have not fared as well 
- capital values and rents have slumped as the oil industry has been hammered of late and it doesn’t look like 
this will change significantly in the next 12 months. 

Outside the main conurbations demand for rental properties will maintain rents but is unlikely to push them 
high in 2017. Longer term, the uncertainty over our eventual exit from the EU casts a shadow over confidence, 
which in turn will depress both the sales and lettings markets. Landlords need to get the very best advice they 
can afford. The days of letting your property quickly and cheaply are history. It takes skill and knowledge to get 
the very best returns from residential property today.

The ‘housing crisis’ is not solely an English problem, the cost of homes 
to rent or to buy in Scotland is no less acute
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Landlord Insights

Based on a poll of 3,726 landlords our January 2017 Landlord Rental Market Survey provided some 
useful insights on a range of issues, from what property investors really think of the UK’s rental market 
to their experiences of tenants. Here are some of the key statistics:

• 75.2% of respondents were investment landlords, while 24.8% were accidental landlords.

• In 2017, 23.7% of landlords said they own more than four properties - compared to 9.3% in 2015.

• 76.2% of landlords have no intention of expanding their portfolio in 2017, with 10.5% saying that they’ll 
reduce the size of their portfolio

• 36.6% of landlords actively plan to increase their rents in the next six to 12 months.

• The primary reason stated for any increases in rent was to keep up with inflation and market forces 
(55%); the second was because of increased tax liability (21.3%)

• 34% of landlords said they have no immediate concerns for the next 12 months, but 31% identified 
potential changes to legislation as a major worry.

• 96.4% of landlords revealed they were ‘very happy’, ‘quite happy’ or ‘somewhat happy’ with their current 
tenants.

• Whilst most landlords said that they were happy with their current tenants, over 50% of landlords stated 
that they’ve had to deal with a problem tenant in the past

• When asked about the most important features of buy-to-let insurance, property owners’ liability ranked 
highest. This was closely followed by cost of repairs after an emergency at the property.
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Rental market hotspots 
in Scotland
The buy-to-let property market remains buoyant in Scotland, with Rettie and Co predicting that there 
will be a rise in investment in 2017 as people increasingly look for alternatives to the inflated market in 
the South East of England. It stated that Scottish cities remain below their peak investment levels and 
suggested that comparatively strong affordability means there is considerable capacity for growth.
 
Here, we take a look at three of Scotland’s prime cities for property investors and examine some of the 
factors behind their popularity.

Edinburgh
The UK’s largest financial centre outside of London, and home to more FTSE 100 companies than any other city 
in the UK outside the English capital, Edinburgh has a robust economy that helps to ensure there is always a high 
demand for homes. Its strong higher education sector, which attracts students from across Britain and around the 
world, also helps to power the rental property market. The city is home to the University of Edinburgh, Heriot-Watt 
University and Napier University, as well as a number of colleges.

Unsurprisingly given its status as the capital, average rental values in Edinburgh are considerably higher than the 
average across Scotland as a whole. They stood at £817 in February 2017. This was up 5% on the £777 recorded a 
year earlier.
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Glasgow
Scotland’s largest city and home to nearly a third of all its businesses, Glasgow is an attractive proposition for 
many property investors. Like Edinburgh, it’s also a student hub. Over 60,000 people are enrolled in full-time 
higher education in the city, driving up demand for rented accommodation. The property market is also set to 
benefit from the Glasgow and Clyde Valley City Deal - a pledge signed in 2014 to invest over £1 billion in major 
infrastructure projects. The deal, which was agreed between the Scottish and UK governments and eight local 
authorities, sets out a plan to develop and regenerate sites and to improve transport. It’s anticipated that the 
project will create around 30,000 new jobs.
 

Dundee
Scotland’s fourth largest city, Dundee is in the midst of a large-scale redevelopment programme, meaning it has 
huge potential for property investors. It’s undergoing a £1 billion revamp of its waterfront area that’s designed to 
benefit the business, hospitality and leisure, residential and transport sectors. Under the project, the V&A Museum of 
Design Dundee is due to open next year and a new railway station is being created to improve local transport links.

Government figures show that between 2010 and 2016, average rents in Dundee and Angus rose for all property 
sizes. They increased by over 9% for one-bedroom homes and by nearly 20% for four-bedroom residences.

Rental market hotspots in Scotland
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Expert insight: Dr John Boyle
Opportunities and threats in the 
Scottish rental market in 2017
Leading Scottish property researcher Dr John Boyle gives his expert 
insights into the world of landlords in Scotland

The Scottish rental market has been in a state of excess demand for some time. The population of the country 
has been growing over the last decade or so (by close to 10%) and the proportion of households in the private 
rented sector (PRS) has doubled in this time. As a result, rents have been steadily marching upwards. Time to 
Let is also on a downward trend.

This state of excess demand looks like continuing. Demand should remain strong, but supply is likely to come 
under pressure with changes to mortgage tax relief and other allowances; the introduction of Additional 
Dwelling Supplement; and new Prudential Regulation Authority stress tests on borrowing all combining to 
squeeze private landlords and their ability to supply. The Council for Mortgage Lenders (CML) are forecasting 
a 6% decline in Buy to Let (BTL) lending UK-wide in 2017 and the sharpest monthly fall in BTL mortgage 
products since 2009 was seen in January 2017.

In Scotland, there are the additional complications for landlords around the implementation of tenancy 
reform this year, with the end of ‘no fault possession’; the loss of the initial period (meaning that all tenancies 
essentially can only be a minimum of be 28 days); and the prospect of rent controls.

In Scotland, there are the additional complications for landlords 
around the implementation of tenancy reform this year
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Landlords show signs of responding, for example through incorporation - the proportion of Buy to Let 
purchase applications made through a limited company rose to 69% in the UK in Q4 2016, compared to 
21% prior to the tax relief changes being introduced in July 2015 - but incorporation brings its own costs and 
complexities. The BTL re-mortgage market is expected to continue to grow as landlords seek to refinance 
during a continuing period of low interest rates, but highly geared landlords will be expected to reduce 
borrowings and portfolios.

The big potential ‘game changer’ is the Build to Rent sector, with institutional investors, which has been 
producing a large number of units in the likes of London and Manchester. However, to date, there is only one 
scheme operating in Scotland (Lasalle at Forbes Place near Aberdeen) and political risk is cited as the most 
common reason for the lack of development here. Nevertheless, there are further schemes in the pipeline in 
Scotland and this may serve to get the sector moving by creating exemplars.

In addition, affordable PRS, or Mid Market Rent (MMR) schemes, are now flourishing across Scotland and the 
local authority sector is also alive to the opportunities of open market and mid market rent, with the City of 
Edinburgh Council about to launch its Edinburgh Homes initiative to attempt to deliver such output at scale.

The fundamental market driver of excess demand for rental product in Scotland is likely to stay with us for 
some time, regardless of the political environment, and this will drive the opportunities.

The big potential ‘game changer’ is the Build to Rent sector

Expert insight: Dr John Boyle
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Current issues: Private Housing 
(Tenancies) (Scotland) Act 2016
If you’re a landlord in Scotland, or you’re thinking of entering the buy-to-let market, you might be 
wondering what the impact of the Private Housing (Tenancies) (Scotland) Act 2016 will be. Passed by 
the Scottish Parliament in March last year and due to come into force later in 2017, the legislation is 
likely to lead to significant changes in the relationship between tenants and landlords. According to 
the Scottish government, the Act will give greater security to tenants while at the same time helping to 
safeguard landlords, investors and lenders.
 

The main provisions
 
• The current system of assured and short assured tenancies will be replaced by a single ‘private residential 

tenancy’.

• Landlords will be able to increase rent a maximum of once a year and they will have to provide a 
three-month notice period to their tenants before doing so. If a tenant believes a rent increase to be 
unreasonable, they will be able to refer their case to a rent officer who will determine whether the rise 
exceeds the market rate for comparable properties.

• In areas where there are excessive rises in rents and there are concerns over the impact this is having on 
tenants and the housing system more broadly, local authorities will have the opportunity to implement 
rent controls.

• Tenancies will last for a minimum of six months, unless both parties agree otherwise. Also, landlords will no 
longer be able to ask tenants to leave simply because a tenancy has reached its end date. They will have to 
invoke specific criteria in order to end these agreements.

• There will be 18 repossession grounds that are described by the government as ‘comprehensive and 
robust’.

• Landlords will not have to serve both a Notice of Proceedings and a Notice to Quit to end a tenancy before 
the term runs out. Instead, to streamline the process, they will be able to serve a single Notice to Leave.
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How will it affect you?
The Government states that the rule changes are necessary in order to rebalance the relationship between 
tenants and landlords, and many of the provisions have been welcomed by tenant groups. However, 
landlords have expressed some concerns about the legislation, warning that the balance may have shifted too 
far in tenants’ favour. Critics have suggested that the changes may result in a drop in investment as landlords 
leave the sector.  
 
However, as the legislation is yet to come into effect, no one knows the precise impact it will have on the 
rental sector. The most important thing is to make sure you’re fully clued up on the impending changes so 
that you’re not caught by surprise when they come into force.

Current issues: Private Housing (Tenancies) (Scotland) Act 2016
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Landlord essentials:
The importance of effective 
property maintenance
 
No matter what’s happening in the buy-to-let market, there are certain essentials that you can’t afford 
to ignore as a landlord, and effective property maintenance is one of them. If you don’t look after your 
properties, you could be storing up financial trouble for the future - and you may even find yourself on 
the wrong side of the law.

Your responsibilities
As a landlord, you’re responsible for keeping the homes you let out in a decent state of repair. This applies to 
the exterior and structure of properties (including the roof, walls, foundations, drains, windows and external 
doors). It also applies to gas and water pipes, water tanks, radiators, boilers, gas fires, electrical wiring and 
fitted fires or heaters.  

In addition, you have to ensure that any electrical appliances you supply with your properties, such as cookers 
and other white goods, are safe. The same goes for any gas appliances - and you must arrange and pay for 
safety checks of these appliances by a Gas Safe Register-certified engineer at least once a year.
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Maintenance tips

• Invest enough time and money in regular maintenance to keep your properties in good condition and to 
reduce the risk that you’ll be hit with unexpected and costly repair bills.

• Carry out regular inspections (in accordance with the terms of your tenancy agreement) so that you spot 
any problems at an early stage.

• Put money aside (three months’ rent is a good rule of thumb) to help you pay for repairs and 
emergencies.

• Get quotes from different tradespeople when you’re planning repair jobs, but always make sure you opt 
for a reputable trader. Paying less for shoddy work can prove to be a false economy in the long term.

 

Landlord Emergency Assistance Insurance
As well as taking note of these tips, you may want to consider getting a specialist insurance policy that covers 
certain emergency repairs, in the event of an unexpected incident which makes the property unsecure or 
unsafe, such as a plumbing fault or roof leak. HomeLet’s Landlord Emergency Assistance Insurance allows 
tenants to call a 24-hour helpline in the event of an emergency that is causing ongoing damage to the 
property, is risking their safety or has made the property unsecure.

The policy covers the cost of contractors’ labour and call out charges, materials and parts up to a maximum 
sum of £500 for each incident* to secure the property, with no excess to pay. Having cover like this in place can 
protect your finances and give you greater peace of mind.

*HomeLet will pay out a maximum of £1,500 in one period of cover, cover if the property is unoccupied for 
more than 30 consecutive days is excluded.

Landlord essentials: The importance of effective property maintenance
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We hope this eBook’s been helpful. If you’d 
like further information about our landlord 
insurance policies or you want to see a more 
in-depth breakdown of the latest HomeLet 
Rental Index, visit our website.
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